Infrared spectroscopy has been calibrated to provide a precise and accurate method for determining the concentrations of molecular water and hydroxyl groups in hydrous albitic glasses. At total water contents less than 4 wt. %, most of the water is dissolved as hydroxyl groups; at higher total water contents, molecular water becomes the dominant species. For total water cont~nts above 4 wt. %, the amount of water dissolved as hydroxyl groups is nearly constant at about 2 wt.% and additional water is incorporated as molecular water. These trends in the concentrations of the H-bearing species are similar to those observed in other silicate glasses using infrared and NMR spectroscopies. The ratio of molecular water to hydroxyl groups at a given total water content is independent of the pressure and only weakly dependent on the temperature of equilibration.
INTRODUCTION
About fifty years have passed since Goranson first reported on the solubility of water in albitic melt at elevated pressure and on the influence of water pressure on the melting of crystalline albite (Goranson, 1936 (Goranson, , 1938 : Interest in these problems has not waned, however, as evidenced by the fact that in just the past few years there have been three new publications reporting the solubility of water in albitic melts (Blamart et al., 1986; Hamilton & Oxtoby, 1986; Richet et al., 1986) and two on the melting of crystalline albite at elevated water pressure (Goldsmith & Jenkins, 1985; Luth & Boettcher, 1986 ). Goranson's pioneering studies have stood up to a remarkable degree, but it is not surprising that petrologists have returned again and again to investigate the effects of water on the physical and chemical properties of silicate melts given the abundant evidence of the importance of water in the evolution of terrestrial igneous systems.
Until recently, experimental investigations of water-bearing melts have, as did those first studies by Goranson, focused on their bulk, macroscopic properties; for example, measure-*Present address: Xerox Microelectronics Center, El Segundo, California 90245, U.S.A.
[Journal of Petrology, Vol. 30, Part 3, pp. 1989] (() Oxford University Press 1989 ments of water solubility and ofthe effects of water pressure on solid-liquid phase equilibria, or of the effects of dissolved water on transport properties such as viscosity, electrical conductivity, and diffusivities of water and other components in hydrous melts and glasses (e.g., Burnham, 1975 Burnham, , 1979 Takata et al., 1981; Watson, 1981; Karsten et al., 1982) . Although they provide ample documentation of the influence of water on the properties of silicate melts and have been widely used to constrain thermodynamic models of hydrous silicate melts, these studies give few direct insights into the molecular level interactions that take place when water dissolves in molten silicates. In recent years, petrologists have turned increasingly to spectroscopic studies of hydrous glasses to provide such insights and to understand better how water affects the physical and chemical properties of magmas. Through such investigations, the H-bearing species in hydrous systems can be identified and their concentrations measured, their motional properties can be characterized, and the changes in the silicate framework accompanying the dissolution of water can be ascertained (Bartholomew et al., 1980; Bartholomew & Schreurs, 1980; Mysen et al., 1980; Mysen & Virgo, 1980 , 1986a Wu, 1980; Stolper, 1982a; McMillan et al., 1983 McMillan et al., , 1986 McMillan & Remmele, 1986; Eckert et al., 1987 Eckert et al., , 1988 Farnan et al., 1987) .
In this paper, we report the results of an investigation of the speciation of water* in hydrous albitic glasses quenched from melts equilibrated over a range of pressures and temperatures. We first determined the molar absorption coefficients of the infrared absorption bands in glasses due to the presence of dissolved molecules of water and hydroxyl groups. We then used this calibration to measure the concentrations of these species in hydrous albitic glasses synthesized under various conditions. These measurements were used to develop thermodynamic models of the homogeneous equilibria between the various melt species and of the heterogeneous equilibria between melt, vapor, and crystalline albite following the approach outlined in Stolper (1982b) and Silver & Stolper (1985) . The variations in the concentrations of water moJecules and hydroxyl groups in silicate glasses as a function of the total dissolved water content and the thermodynamic models based on these measurements provide a basis for rationalizing the phase equilibria and physical properties of hydrous melts. To the extent that the approach we have taken in this study is successful, it provides a direct and quantitative link between measurements of microscopic molecular level characteristics of silicate melts-that is, of species concentrations-and descriptions of their macroscopic physical and chemical properties.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Most of the starting materials used in this study were glasses prepared from crystalline Amelia albite or a synthetic oxide mixture of albite composition. Amelia albite was ground in agate to a powder under ethanol and then dried at 800 oc in air for 24 h to remove any hydrocarbon residue; the powdered albite was melted in air at 1300 oc and quenched to glass; the glass was then finely ground and heated at 800 oc as described above. The synthetic oxide mixture was prepared by grinding approximate amounts of Na 2 C0 3 , Al 2 0 3 , and Si0 2 (Johnson-Matthey SpecPure Reagents) in agate under ethanol for 6 h; this mixture was then melted in air at 1200 oc for 1 hand quenched to glass; the glass was ground under ethanol and heated as described above. Both batches of starting materials were stored over desiccant.
*Throughout this paper, we use 'water' to refer to total water content (i.e. water dissolved as hydroxyl groups plus that dissolved as water molecules) or to the component H 2 0 in the system NaAlSi 3 0 8 -H 2 0. Only when specifically indicated (e.g., 'molecular water', 'water molecules') will we be referring to the molecular species or its concentration.
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Major element concentrations were measured on selected glass samples by electron microprobe to assess glass homogeneity, to verify glass compositions, and to determine the extent of sodium loss during melting and drying. The glasses were analyzed with a JEOL 733 electron microprobe using an accelerating voltage of 15 k V, a beam current of 5 nA, and a 20-25 JJm spot size. The analyses are listed in Table 1 . Both starting materials are slightly non-stoichiometric, probably reflecting Na-loss during melting and/or contamination by silica during grinding. As discussed below, the effects of this non-stoichiometry on our results are thought to be negligible.
Hydrous glasses were synthesized by quenching from melts held at elevated pressure and temperature. Most of the glass samples were synthesized in a piston cylinder apparatus at Caltech. The powdered starting materials together with known amounts of triply distilled deionized H 2 0 were weighed into Pt capsules, which were then sealed by arc-welding. These capsules were run in a 0·5 i'h. solid-media piston cylinder apparatus using a NaCl or talc cell with a pyrex sleeve at pressures between 8 and 25 kb and temperatures between 1000 and 1600 oc (see Fine & Stolper, 1985, for experimental details) . In all but one case, the capsules were held at constant pressure and temperature for the duration of the run; one experiment (ABC-34) was held at 13 kb, 1200oc for 0·5 h, then the pressure was decreased to 8 kb, and the sample was held at this lower pressure for 2 h. At the end of most experiments, the power was shut off and the run cooled at a rate of 150-200°C/s to 100oc (unless otherwise noted). Several runs were cooled at controlled cooling rates (0·3-2·5 oC/s) using a Eurotherm Model 125 programmer. All of the run conditions are listed in Table 2 .
Two samples (JRH-1, JRH-2) were synthesized from a gel in a piston cylinder apparatus in Professor Holloway's laboratory at the Arizona State University and are described in McMillan et al. (1983) . Several samples were synthesized in Professor Boettcher's laboratory at the University of California, Los Angeles, in a one inch piston cylinder apparatus, using a NaCl and boron nitride (BN) assembly (ALB-3378, ALB-3388, ALB-3399, ALB-3403, ABC-20, ABC-21) or a NaCl and fired pyrophyllite assembly (ABC-26). The starting material for the ALB series was a fused natural albite supplied by Professor Boettcher; the ABC series used our fused Amelia albite as a starting material. Synthesis conditions for all of these samples are described in Table 2 .
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Doubly polished thin sections of the run products were prepared for infrared spectroscopy (Newman et al., 1986 ) . The sample thicknesses were measured using a digital dial indicator. In addition, pellets were prepared from selected samples by pressing 0·5 mg finely ground glass mixed with 200 mg KBr into a disc; transmission spectra in the mid-infrared region were obtained on these pellets. For most samples, glass densities were measured on bubble-free glass fragments using a Berman balance and weighing in air and in toluene, or by a float-sink method using heavy liquids of known density. For samples that contained bubbles, densities were estimated by comparison with samples with similar water contents for which the densities had been measured.
Transmission infrared spectra were taken using either a Cary 17 (2500-8000 em-1 ) or a Nicolet 60SX FTIR spectrophotometer (400-8000 em -1 ). The Nicolet FTIR was used with a W source, CaF 2 beamsplitter and an InSb detector (1850-8000 em-1 ) or a Globar source, KBr beamsplitter and a HgCdTe 2 detector (400-5000 em -1 ), and operated at a resolution of 2-4 em -1 with a mirror velocity of 1·57 cmjs. Typically, 512-2048 scans were collected for each spectrum.
Total water contents were determined by hydrogen manometry (Newman et al., 1986) for nine glasses and by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (Eckert et al., 1988) for six glasses.
INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
Band assignments
Infrared spectra (1500-3800 cm-1 ) Figure 1a shows the infrared absorption spectrum of a hydrous albitic glass (5·1 wt.% H 2 0*). The two bands of interest in this region peak at 1635 and 3530 em-1 . The band assignments were reviewed by Newman et al. ( 1986) for rhyolitic glasses: the band at 1635 em-1 is the fundamental bending mode of H 2 0 molecules; the broad band at 3530 em -1 is due to fundamental OH stretching vibrations. The positions of these bands are displaced slightly in albitic glasses relative to rhyolitic glasses, which have absorption maxima at 1630 and 3570 em -1 (Newman et al., 1986) . The weak bands observed near 1800 and 1600 em -1 in the anhydrous glass shown in Fig. 1a are uncorrelated with the hydrogen content, and we conclude that they are due to vibrations of the aluminosilicate network. Figure 1 b shows the infrared spectra of five albitic glasses with water contents ranging from 0·1 to 5·1 wt. 0 /o. The breadth and asymmetry of the band at 3530 em-1 reflects the distribution of hydrogen-bond strengths of the hydroxyl and H 2 0 groups dissolved in the glasses (Scholze, 1959; Paterson, 1982) . The intensity of this band increases with increasing water content with no significant change in band shape over this range of water contents. Although McMillan & Remmele (1986) noted the presence of an additional component at 3450 em -1 in the infrared spectra of silica glasses with high water contents, the infrared spectra (this work) and Raman spectra (McMillan et al., 1983; Mysen & Virgo, 1986b ) of *Water contents reported in this section were determined by infrared spectroscopy as described below. hydrous albitic glasses do not show this feature. There is, however, a subtle change in the shape of the 3530 em-1 band with increasing water content: the band becomes narrower in glasses with total water contents greater than 2 wt. o/o. This feature is illustrated in Fig. lc Both spectra have been scaled to the same height at maximum intensity. This band is narrower at both the low and high wavenumber regions in the sample with the higher total water content.
l55 wt. o/o H 2 0, scaled to a constant height at maximum intensity. The band for the sample with the higher water content is narrower than the low water content sample in both the high and low wavenumber regions.
Near-infrared spectra (3800-7600 em-
There are four bands of interest in the near-infrared region (Fig. 2a) . Band assignments are reviewed by Newman et al. (1986) for hydrous rhyolitic glasses. The absorption at 7030 em -1 is the first overtone of the fundamental OH stretching vibration at 3530 em -
The band at 5218 em -1 is a combination bend+ stretch mode of H 2 0 molecules. The absorption coefficient of this band is linearly correlated with that of the 1635 em-1 band, with a correlation coefficient of 0·99. The band at 4485 em-1 is a combination mode for Si-OH and Al-OH groups, and other X -OH species may also contribute here. The absorption at 4000 em-1 correlates with total water content (Stolper, 1982a, fig. 8 ). Acocella et al. (1984) suggested that the absorption at 4000 em-1 is correlated with the molecular water content (i.e. the intensity of the "'5200 em-1 band), but we have found that for hydrous albitic glasses in which only hydroxyl groups were detected, there is measurable intensity at 4000 em-1 • Thus, we prefer the interpretation of Stolper ( 1982a) that both molecular water and hydroxyl groups contribute to this absorption.
For hydrous albitic glasses with total water contents < 2 wt. 0 /o that were synthesized using furnace assemblies containing BN, the spectra show absorptions at 4125 and 5030 em- 
Near-infrared spectra of albitic glasses. (a) Spectra of four albitic glasses with total water contents up to 7· 3 wt.% H 2 0, all scaled to a thickness of 300 ,urn. The samples are arranged in order of increasing water content from bottom to top, and have been offset from each other by 0·04 absorbance units to avoid overlap. Note the continuous increases in intensities of the 5218 and 7030 em-1 bands with increasing water content, whereas the intensity of the 4485 em-1 band increases for water contents up to 4 wt.% H 2 0, and then remains constant. Samples shown are ABC-17 (1·02 wt.% H 2 0), A1009 (2·22 wt.% H 2 0), ABC-9 (5·12 wt.% H 2 0), and CAB-6 (7·34 wt.% H 2 0). (b) The first overtone of the OH-stretch band for five albitic glasses with total water contents between 0·8 and 7· 3 wt.% H 2 0, scaled to a thickness of 300 ,urn. The samples are arranged in order of increasing water from bottom to top to illustrate the development of the shoulder near 6850 em-1 . Samples shown are ABC-21 (0·81 wt.% H 2 0), A1009 (2·22 wt.% H 2 0), A1010 (2·97 wt.% H 2 0), ABC-9 (5·12 wt.% H 2 0), and CAB-6 (7·34 wt.% H 2 0).
may be due to dissolved molecular H 2 , which has a Raman-active fundamental stretching vibration at 4125 em-1 that has been observed in H -bearing albitic glasses by Raman spectroscopy (Luth et al., 1987) . The 11 Bj3°Si ratio of sample ABC-21 was determined by ion-microprobe by Dr. I. Hutcheon and indicates a boron content of ,....,0·3 wt.%. In view of the enhanced boron content of this experiment, in which a single-walled Pt capsule was in direct contact with BN, the results of syntheses in BN-bearing assemblies in piston cylinder apparatus should be used with caution. Experiments that utilized BN-bearing assemblies are indicated in Table 2 .
The near-infrared bands in hydrous albitic glasses are displaced slightly relative to their positions in hydrous rhyolitic and silica glasses. In rhyolitic glasses, the band locations are at 4510,5240, and 7080 cm-1 (Newman et al., 1986) . In silica glass the combination mode for Si-OH peaks at 4520 em -1 (Stone & Walrafen, 1982) , shifted slightly relative to its position in albitic glasses. There is, however, significant overlap of the bands. The combination mode due to molecular water peaks at 5270 em-1 (L. A. Silver, unpublished results) and the first overtone of the 0 H stretching fundamental peaks at 7260 em-1 (Stone & Walrafen, 1982) in silica glass; both of these modes are shifted to higher energies relative to their locations in albitic glass. Figure 2a shows the near-infrared spectra of four albitic glasses with total water contents ranging from 1·02 to 7·34 wt. %. With increasing water content, the bands at 4000, 5218, and 7030 em -1 all increase in intensity. The band at 4485 em -1 increases in intensity with increasing water content up to ,....,4 wt.% total H 2 0 and then remains approximately constant in intensity at higher total water contents. A low-intensity band appears at high total water contents at "'5600 em -1 (not visible in Fig. 2a) ; its intensity appears to be correlated with that of the molecular water band at 5218 em-1 . The assignment of this band is unclear; however, a similar band occurs in the spectrum of liquid water at 5634 em-1 (see Stolper, 1982a, fig. 12 ).
The 7030 em -1 overtone of the OR-stretching vibration changes shape with increasing water content. Figure 2b shows the spectra of five albitic glasses arranged with increasing water contents up to 7·34 wt.% in the region 6400-7400 em -1 . There is a distinct shoulder at ""'6850 em -1 in glasses containing ~ 2·5 wt.% H 2 0 that becomes more pronounced at higher water contents. There is no comparable feature at "'3425 em-1 (i.e. one-half the frequency of this shoulder). A similar feature in the spectra of opals has been attributed to clustering of water molecules (Langer & Florke, 1974) . This feature may thus reflect a close proximity of some of the H 2 0 molecules in the water-rich samples in which most of the water is present in molecular form.
The band at 7030 em-1 is much narrower than twice the band width of the fundamental mode at 3530 em -1 ; that is, little overtone intensity is contributed by the strongly hydrogenbonded OH groups with fundamental stretching frequencies between "'2600 and 3100 em-1 . This is not unexpected given the demonstration by Adams & Douglas (1959) that in hydrous glasses and minerals of a wide variety of compositions, the overtone near 7100 em -1 does not appear when there is strong association, i.e. strongly hydrogen-bonded OH groups.
Mid-infrared spectra (600-1500 cm-1 ) Figure 3 shows the powder infrared spectra of one anhydrous albitic glass and four hydrous albitic glasses embedded in KBr. All of the spectra have been scaled to a constant height of the 1030 em-1 band. It is difficult to use these spectra to obtain quantitative information because of the uncertainties associated with adsorbed water and variable particle size due to uneven grinding. However, in a qualitative way, these spectra permit the FIG. 3. Infrared spectra of one anhydrous albitic glass and four hydrous albitic glasses with total water contents ranging from 4 to 7 wt.% H 2 0. Spectra were obtained on disks made by pressing 0·5 mg of finely ground glass into 200 mg of KBr. All the spectra have been scaled to the same height of the 1030 em-1 band, and have been offset by 0·1 absorbance units for clarity. The intensity of the shoulder at 900 em-1 (noted by the arrow) remains approximately constant relative to that of the ""1 000 em-1 band for the samples with total water contents >4 wt.%. Samples shown are LAS-20(3·95 wt.% H 2 0),JRH-1 (4·32 wt.% H 2 0),JRH-2(6·3 wt.% H 2 0), and LAS-22 (6·99 wt.% H 2 0).
identification of important features in this region and are comparable to Raman spectra obtained for this region (McMillan et al., 1983) .
All of the glasses show a group of broaq bands between 850 and 1200 em-1, with a maximum intensity at 1030-1040 em-1 . The bands in this region have been ass.igned based on Raman spectra to the symmetric stretching vibrations of tetrahedra associated with 1 to 4 non bridging oxygens (McMillan et al., 1982) and may also include deformation vibrations of Al-OH and Si-OH groups near 1075cm-1 (McMillan et al., 1983) . There is a welldeveloped shoulder at 900 em-1 that appears in the infrared spectra of hydrous albitic glasses, but it is absent from the spectra of dry albitic glass. This band might be due to Si, Al-OH vibrations and may be the mode that, in combination with the OH stretch at ---3500 em -1 is responsible for the Si, Al-OH mode at 4485 em -1 (see above). The 900 em -1 band has roughly a constant intensity relative to the height of the 1030 em -1 band in the hydrous glass spectra illustrated in Fig. 6 . As discussed above, the 4485 em -1 band also has roughly a constant intensity for 'total water contents greater than about 4 wt. o/o.
The assignment of the 900 em -1 band is not well established. A similar band has been observed in Raman spectra of hydrous albitic glasses (Mysen et al., 1980; McMillan et al., 1983; Mysen & Virgo, 1986b) and there are at least three different interpretations of it. In hydrous silica glass, there is a Raman and infrared band at 970 em-1 , assigned to Si-OH stretching vibrations (Stolen & Walrafen, 1976) . The absence in hydrous albitic glass of a distinct band at 970 em -1 (i.e. corresponding to Si-OH groups) and the appearance of the band at 900 em -1 led Remmele et al. (1986) to suggest that the latter band is due to Al-OH groups and that most or all of the hydroxyls in albitic glass are Al-OH. Mysen et al. (1980) deconvolved Raman spectra of hydrous albitic glasses and assigned a band near 880 em -1 to the symmetric 0-Si, Al-0 stretching vibration and a band near 980 em-1 to the Si-OH stretch. No bands were assigned to Al-OH. Subsequently, Mysen & Virgo (1986b) deconvolved the Raman spectra of hydrous albitic glasses into a second set of bands with locations and assignments differing from their earlier work. This time, no bands assigned to Si-OH or Al-OH vibrations were resolved, but they inferred the presence of AI-and Na--OH groups in hydrous albitic glasses based on mass-balance considerations. We prefer the interpretation of Remmele et al. (1986) , but conclude that, at present, the band assignments in this region of the spectra of hydrous albitic glasses are not well understood.
Band intensities
Band intensities (i.e. peak heights) were measured for the 4485, 5218, and 7030 em-1 bands for most of the hydrous albitic glasses that were studied. For the 1635 and 3530 em-1 bands, the band intensities are harder to measure unless the samples are very thin or the water concentrations are low, so only selected samples were measured at these frequencies. For the 1635 em-1 band, the band intensities were measured after numerical subtraction of the spectrum of an anhydrous albite glass scaled to the thickness of the water-bearing glass. Integral absorbance measurements (i.e. the area under the absorption peak) were obtained by numerical integration after background subtraction. Backgrounds for the near-infrared and 3530 em-1 bands were obtained either by estimating a baseline tangent to the spectrum between the minimum on either side of the absorbance band or by generating a computer-fit polynomial baseline. Both methods are arbitrary, but yield similar results and are reproducible. Selected band intensities and integral absorbance measurements are reported in Table 4 . Precisions of band intensities are estimated to be on the order of a few percent based on repeated analyses of individual samples, similar to the results of Newman et al. (1986) .
The validity of Lambert's law (i.e. that absorbance is proportional to sample thickness) for our samples was confirmed by measuring band intensities on several pieces of the same sample ground to different thicknesses. Figure 4 shows the absorbances of the 4485 and 5218 em -1 bands as functions of sample thickness for three glasses with water contents ranging from 2·64 to 6·83 wt. %. The close correspondence of the data shown in Fig. 4 to 45° lines demonstrates that adsorbed water does not contribute significantly to the band intensities in our samples. Although not shown, a similar relationship holds for the 7030 em -1 band. These bands can thus be used to determine quantitatively the concentrations of OH groups and molecular H 2 0, provided the appropriate values for the molar absorption coefficients are used. Band intensities are reproducible on samples stored in laboratory air for over 5 y.
Either the peak height or the integral absorbance determinations can be used for quantitative analysis of the species concentrations. Absorbance is proportional to integral absorbance for both the 4485 and 5218 em-1 bands, both with correlation coefficients (r) of 0·999. Absorbance and integral absorbance are also proportional for the 7030, 1635, and 3530 em -1 bands, with r = 0·998, 0·999, and 0·990, respectively. Since there is no obvious advantage to using the integral absorbance measurements instead of peak heights, we have used peak heights for our quantitative work.
Determination of molar absorption coefficients
According to Beer's law, the concentration of a particular H-bearing species (given as the weight fraction of water that would be released from the sample if all of the hydrogen dissolved as this species were converted to H 2 0) that gives rise to an infrared absorption is directly proportional to the intensity of that band (Abs) and inversely proportional to the 0 
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where s is the molar absorption coefficient, which is a function of composition and must be determined for each band of interest. We first determined values of the molar absorption coefficients for the 4485 and 5218 em-1 bands for hydrous albitic glass following the method of Stolper (1982a) and Newman et al. (1986) : The total dissolved water contents of a suite of glasses were determined by hydrogen manometry and/or 1 H NMR spectroscopy. The absorbances of the 4485 and 5218 em-1 bands were measured on the same samples. A weighted linear least squares regression method was then used to solve for the molar absorption coefficients of these two infrared bands (Table 5 ). As described in Newman et al. (1986) , the procedure assumes that the molar absorption coefficients do not vary over the range of water contents studied and that there were only two hydrogen-bearing species present in the glasses, such that the total water content of the glass can be obtained by summing the amount of molecular H 2 0 (from the 5218 em-1 band) and the amount of water dissolved as hydroxyl groups (from the 4485 em-1 band). Six samples were used for the calibration with water contents ranging from 1·02 to 6·83 wt.% and exactly the same glass fragments were used for the manometric, NMR and infrared measurements. Figure 5 shows the total water content determined by summing the amounts of OH groups (4485 em -1 band) and molecular H 2 0 (5218 em -1 band) calculated from the infrared measurements (based on our best-fit molar absorption coefficients) vs. the 682 LYNN SILVER AND EDWARD STOLPER (5218 em -1 band) and OH groups (4485 em -1 band) vs. total water content determined by H 2 manometry or NMR spectroscopy. Open symbols represent samples synthesized in BN-free assemblies and used in the least squares fit to determine molar absorption coefficients; filled symbols represent samples synthesized in BN-bearing assemblies; *represents sample A 78-56 from Dr. J. Delaney. Estimated errors are indicated by error bars. Molar absorption coefficients are from Table 5 . Synthesis conditions are listed in Table 2 , except for A 78-56 (Table 3) . Samples shown are ABC-21, CAB-5, ABC-26, ABC-20, ABC-13, ALB-3388, ALB-3378, ABC-11, ABC-9, ALB-3403, A78-56, and ABC-14.
total water content determined by the manometric or NMR technique. The excellent correspondence between these methods suggests that our assumption of constant e is valid for this range of water contents. Also shown in Fig. 5 is sample A 78-56 from Dr. J. Delaney for which the total water content (6·85 wt. o/o H 2 0) had been determined by H 2 manometry by Professor P. Knauth. The water content we determined by infrared spectroscopy for this sample using our best-fit molar absorption coefficients (6·87 wt.
0
/o H 2 0) reproduces Knauth's manometric result and provides an independent test of the validity of our methods.
Molar absorption coefficients were determined for the 1635, 3530 , and 7030 em -1 bands based on our values for the 4485 and 5218 em-1 bands using the method described by Newman et al. (1986) . Integral molar absorption coefficients were also determined for each band based on the best-fit ratio of area to peak height for each band. The values of all ofthe molar absorption coefficients determined in this study are listed in Table 5 .
The molar absorption coefficient for the 5218 em -1 band in hydrous albitic glasses is similar to the value determined for the equivalent absorption in hydrous rhyolitic glasses, whereas for the 4485 em-1 band, the molar absorption coefficient for albitic glasses is smaller than its counterpart for rhyolitic glass.
The bands at 3530 and 7030 em -1 have contributions from water dissolved as molecular water and hydroxyl groups. Consequently, the molar absorption coefficients may vary with total water content as the relative proportions of molecular H 2 0 and OH change. We fit molar absorption coefficients for the OH and molecular H 2 0 species separately for these bands following Newman et al. (1986) . However, for each of these bands, the molar absorption coefficients for the OH and molecular H 2 0 species are similar. Thus, we report only a single molar absorption coefficient for each of these bands in Table 5 . This contrasts with the case for rhyolitic glasses, where, for both the 3550 and 7100 em -1 bands, the molar absorption coefficient of the OH species is almost twice that of the molecular H 2 0 species.
We noted above that the low-water glasses synthesized in BN-bearing assemblies have measurable intensity at 4125 em -1 . This could be due to the presence of molecular H 2 or perhaps to a boron-bearing species. We determined the total water contents of six glasses that were synthesized in BN-bearing assemblies by NMR and/or H 2 manometry and we also determined, by infrared spectroscopy, the amounts of water dissolved as hydroxyl and molecular water from the 4485 and 5218 cm-1 bands. We did not, however, include these samples in the calibration because of the possible existence of an additional H -bearing species, but the best fit molar absorption coefficients for the 4485 and 5218 em-1 bands are similar whether or not glasses showing this band are included in the regression. As shown in Fig. 5 , for samples synthesized in BN-bearing a_ssemblies, the calculated total water content determined from the sum of the molecular water and OH contents is sometimes low, but within 0·3 wt.% of the value determined for the same sample by hydrogen manometry or NMR spectroscopy. We thus conclude that if the band at 4125 em -1 is in fact a H-bearing species, its concentration is small, though perhaps not negligible. Newman et al. (1986) calibrated the infrared technique for rhyolitic glasses with water contents up to about 2 wt. %. In this study, we have demonstrated that infrared spectroscopy can be used quantitatively for determining total water contents and species concentrations in albitic glasses up to a total water content of at least 7 wt. %. Over this concentration range, infrared spectroscopy offers a non-destructive method for measuring total water contents and hydrogen-bearing species concentrations in albitic glasses that is comparable to the most precise techniques currently available. With the FTIR spectrometer, spots on the order of a few tells of microns in diameter can be routinely analyzed, making the technique ideal for experimental studies.
THE SPECIATION OF WATER IN ALBITIC GLASSES
Using the calibrations described in the previous section, we have determined the concentrations of hydroxyl groups and molecular water dissolved in hydrous albitic glass synthesized at a variety of pressures and temperatures. Total dissolved water contents and species concentrations are listed in Tables 2 and 3 . Figure 6 shows the concentrations of water dissolved as molecular H 2 0 and OH as functions of total water content up to almost 10 wt.% for samples quenched from melts equilibrated at 15-20 kb and 1350--1400oC (Fig.  6a ) and for glasses quenched from melts equilibrated at other conditions in the range 8-25 kb and 1000--1600°C (Fig. 6b) . Also shown is a best-fit to the data in Fig. 6a (see below for fitting procedure). All of the samples shown in Fig. 6 were synthesized in piston cylinder apparatus (Table 2) . Table 2 . Species concentrations and total water contents were determined by infrared spectroscopy based on the best-fit values for the molar absorption coefficients (Table 5) At low total water contents, most of the water is dissolved as hydroxyl groups, but the amount of molecular water increases progressively as the total water content increases. At about 4 wt. 0 /o total water, equal amounts of water are dissolved as hydroxyl groups and as H 2 0 molecules. At higher water contents, the OH concentration levels off and remains at approximately a constant value; i.e. beyond this point, essentially all additional water is incorporated as molecular H 2 0. Although the position at which equal amounts of water are dissolved as OH groups and H 2 0 groups differs from composition to composition, the trends for albitic glass are essentially identical to those for an alkali-, Zn-rich aluminosilicate glass (Bartholomew et al., 1980) , Na-silicate glass (Acocella et al., 1984) , rhyolitic glass (Newman et al., 1986 (Newman et al., , 1988 , orthoclasic and jadeitic glasses, and glasses in the system silica-anorthite-wollastonite (Silver et al., 1989) . We also note that the effects of bulk composition on speciation are sufficiently small that there are no detectable differences between results obtained on different batches of albite starting material, even though the various batches (fused natural and synthetic albite from our lab, gels from Professor Holloway, fused natural albite from Professor Boettcher) differ slightly in composition.
We also determined the speciation of water in albitic glass for glasses quenched from melts equilibrated in IHPVat 1-7 kb and 950-1150°C. The species concentrations and total water contents were determined by infrared spectroscopy and are listed in Table 3 . Figure 7 compares the concentrations of water dissolved as molecular water and OH groups as a function of total water up to about 11 wt. o/o for these samples. The heavy solid curves show the fit to the data from the samples synthesized in piston cylinder apparatus at 1350-1400°C, 15-20 kb (Fig. 6a) . Again, the OH concentration levels off with increasing total water content, but in comparison with the data from piston cylinder syntheses, there is more scatter and the OH concentration levels off at about 1·9 wt.% instead of 2·1 wt.%
The well-defined trends in the concentrations of molecular H 2 0 and OH groups as a function of total water content for all of these glasses, which were synthesized over a wide range of experimental conditions, illustrate the lack of a major dependence of the speciation of water on pressure and temperature. As discussed below and by Newman et al. (1988) for rhyolitic glasses, there is probably a minor increase in molecular water relative to hydroxyl groups with decreasing temperature, and this is probably responsible for the small differences between the results of the piston cylinder experiments and the generally lower temperature, slower quenching IHPV experiments.
Several of the albitic glasses have an absorption near 2350 em -l , which is due to the fundamental bending mode of molecular C0 2 (Fine & Stolper, 1985) and is probably caused by adsorption of atmospheric C0 2 onto the starting materials. The total amount of dissolved molecular C0 2 is always ~0·35 wt.% based on the molar absorption coefficient for this band determined by Fine & Stolper (1985) . The molecular H 2 0/0H ratios for glasses with and without C0 2 at a given total water content are indistinguishable, indicating that the presence of small amounts of C0 2 does not have a significant effect on the speciaticof water.
The effects of quenching
The molecular water detected in these glasses is structurally bound-not in fluid inclusions or bubbles-based on several lines of evidence. The glasses synthesized in piston cylinder apparatus are optically clear and generally completely free of bubbles. In optically clear areas of glasses containing up to 7 wt. o/o total water, no bubbles were seen with a scanning electron microscope, with a resolution of 10-20 nm. Professor J. Christie of the University of California, Los Angeles examined a glass with a total water content of 7 wt.% (LAS-22) by transmission electron microscopy with a resolution of "'3 nm and detected no features indicating phase separation. Infrared spectra of optically clear hydrous glasses taken at liquid N 2 temperatures do not show ice bands (Stolper, 1982a; A. Silver, unpublished results); ice bands are observed in the spectra of visibly bubbly samples when they are frozen (Stolper, 1982a) . In rhyolitic glasses with up to 5 wt. o/o total D 2 0, NMR spectra confirm that very little of the water (if any) is present as a free fluid phase, i.e. in inclusions (Eckert et al., 1987) . The 1 H NMR spectra of hydrous albitic glasses from this study and a variety of other bubble-free hydrous silicate glasses with up to 9 wt.% H 2 0 lead to similar conclusions about the state of water in these in glasses (Eckert et al., 1988) .
There can be little doubt that molecular water and hydroxyl groups coexist stably in hydrous silicate liquids and that the presence of molecular water in glasses is not an artifact of quenching or cooling. The fundamental bending mode of H 2 0 molecules at 1630 em -1 was observed in the high temperature (850 oc) spectrum of a rhyolitic obsidian . The intensity of this band showed 'a small inverse dependence on the temperature at which the spectrum was taken. The fact that molecular water persists in this rhyolite at temperatures above its glass transition indicates that its presence in glasses quenched from melts held at high temperatures and pressures is not simply a result of cooling. In addition, the reversible dependence of the concentrations of molecular H 2 0 and OH groups on temperature whether observed in situ or in glasses quenched from temperatures between 400 and 650 oc (Stolper et al., 1983; Newman et al., 1988) is not readily reconcilable with quenching effects.
Since rhyolitic glasses exhibit a small, but measurable, temperature dependence of the relative concentrations of molecular H 2 0 and OH at low temperatures, such that the OH content increases with increasing temperature, it is possible that the ratios of molecular H 2 0 to OH of glasses synthesized from melts equilibrated at high temperatures increase as the melts are quenched to glasses. Without spectroscopic measurements in situ at elevated pressures and temperatures (as opposed to studies on glasses at room temperature and pressure), we cannot rule out the possibility that the species concentrations of all of our samples are altered to some degree on quenching. We have, however, examined the influence of quench rate on species concentrations so as to set limits on the possible magnitude of this effect. Several samples of albitic melt with 3·7--4·5 wt.% total H 2 0 were held at 15 kb and 1400oc for 2 h, and then cooled at rates of0·3-2·5°C/s. For this range of cooling rates and water contents, the concentrations of OH groups and molecular H 2 0 at a constant total water content are independent of cooling history and indistinguishable from glasses quenched as rapidly as possible (i.e. up to several hundred degrees per second). The IHPV experiments cooled more rapidly than 2·5 oc;s, suggesting that the generally slightly higher ratios of molecular H 2 0 to OH of glasses synthesized in IHPV compared to those WATER IN ALBITIC GLASSES 687 synthesized in piston cylinder apparatus are not due to quenching effects, but instead, by analogy with the well-documented case for rhyolitic melts and glasses, reflect the typically lower equilibration temperatures of these experiments. The greater scatter of the results on the IHPV samples (Fig. 7 vs. Fig. 6 ), particularly for the most water-rich samples, may be due to the greater difficulty in obtaining spectra on these typically bubble-bearing samples or to a possibly greater tendency to reequilibrate during quenching of vapor-saturated or very water-rich samples.
Comparison with other studies
The trends in the speciation of water in hydrous albitic glasses presented in this work are similar to results obtained from infrared and NMR spectroscopic studies of albitic and other hydrous silicate glass compositions synthesized at various conditions (IR: Bartholomew et al., 1980; Stolper, 1982a; Acocella et al., 1984; Epel'baum, 1985 Eckert et al., 1987 Eckert et al., , 1988 Farnan et al., 1987) . We note in particular that the 1 H MAS-NMR studies of Eckert et al. (1988) included some of the samples synthesized as part of this study, and yield results very similar to those we report based on a completely independent method. The exact value at which the OH content levels off as total water content increases varies with the bulk composition of the silicate (Stolper & Silver, 1985; Silver et al., 1989) , but the levelling off and the progressive increase in the ratio of molecular H 2 0 to OH with total water content appear to be general phenomena.
In contrast to the consistency and reproducibility of the results based on infrared and NMR spectroscopies, Raman spectroscopic ·studies of hydrous glasses have yielded inconsistent results when results of different laboratories, or even successive reports from a single laboratory, are compared. The early studies on hydrous glasses using Raman spectroscopy failed to detect any intensity near 1600 em -1 (Mysen et al., 1980; Mysen & Virgo, 1980) and led to the conclusion, in contrast with previously published infrared results (Orlova, 1962; Ostrovskiy et al., 1964; Persikov, 1972; Ernsberger, 1977) , that water dissolves in silicate melts only as OH groups. Later, McMillan et al. (1983) observed a small band near 1600 em -1 in the Raman spectra of hydrous albitic glasses that they assigned to molecular H 2 0, confirming the results of the previous infrared studies; recently, Mysen & Virgo (1986a) confirmed the results of McMillan et al. (1983) .
Detection of molecular water in glasses by Raman spectroscopy is difficult because of the low Raman cross-section of molecular water; this is the reason that water is commonly used as a solvent for the Raman study of other molecules. Given this difficulty, it is not surprising that Raman spectroscopy is not the optimum technique for quantitative measurement of the concentration of water molecules in glass.
Other factors also make quantitative measurements of species concentrations in glasses by Raman spectroscopy difficult. Foremost among them is the difficulty in normalizing band intensities. In the case of the infrared measurements reported in this paper, we measure the intensity of a band and normalize it to the thickness of our sample. Provided that Beer's law is obeyed, we can be confident that if the intensity per thickness (the 'absorption coefficient') in one sample is twice that of another, then the concentration of the absorbing species in the first glass is twice that in the second. For the Raman spectra of glasses, there is typically no such convenient normalization procedure. Ideally, one band due to a major species whose concentration is invariant over the range of samples studied could be used for normalization (i.e. all other band intensities would be scaled to the intensity of this band). However, in silicate glasses covering a substantial compositional range, it is generally not possible to identify such an invariant band, and in any case, band assignments are so poorly known that even if a species could be postulated to be invariant, it would be difficult to confidently associate it with a specific band. Consequently, normalization procedures that have been adopted are necessarily ad hoc (Seifert et al., 1981; Mysen et al., 1982) . Also, in contrast to the infrared studies reported here, where bands are well separated from each other, deconvolution procedures are required in the Raman studies to obtain band intensities and these involve a variety of assumptions about band shapes, location, and number that diminish the precision of the results.
Despite these difficulties, Mysen & Virgo (1986a) attempted to use Raman spectroscopy to measure quantitatively the concentrations of molecular water and hydroxyl groups in hydrous silica glass. They concluded that hydroxyl groups are the dominant species of dissolved water for total water contents up to 10 wt. %, that the ratio of molecular water to hydroxyl groups decreases with increasing water content in the 4-10 wt. 0 /o water range, and that molecular water (not hydroxyl) group concentrations are approximately constant over this concentration range. These conclusions are quite different from those reached in this study for albitic glass and by others for silicate glasses, including silica, based on infrared and NMR spectroscopies. Recently, Farnan et al. (1987) used cross-polarization NMR to determine the concentration of hydroxyl groups as a function of total water content for hydrous silica glasses with 2·5 and 8·7 wt.o/o H 2 0. They found that molecular water is the dominant species at high total water contents and that the molecular H 2 0 to OH ratio increases with total water content, in agreement with the data presented here for albitic glasses. In addition, preliminary work by us on silica glasses with up to 10 wt.% water, based on the infrared intensities of the 4520 and 5270 em -l bands, also indicates a behavior for silica that is similar to that observed for all other glasses studied by infrared spectroscopy.
It is not possible to be certain of the cause of the discrepancies between the conclusions based on infrared and NMR spectroscopies· versus those based on Raman spectroscopy. However, in our view, it is clearly an analytical problem and not, as suggested by Mysen & Virgo (1986a) , related in some way to the techniques by which the glasses were prepared. Their samples and ours were synthesized by identical techniques, and we have demonstrated that equilibration temperature and pressure have, at most, minor effects on the results. We have demonstrated here and elsewhere (Newman eta/., 1986; Silver et al., 1989 ) that infrared spectroscopy can yield precise and accurate measurements of total water content when properly calibrated. These demonstrations give us confidence in our technique and quantitative results. In contrast, the Raman technique is not, at this point, as internally consistent or quantitatively successful. Until Raman spectroscopy can be demonstrated against independent techniques to be truly quantitative, infrared and NMR spectroscopies will remain the methods of choice for measuring species concentrations in hydrous glasses.
THERMODYNAMICS OF HYDROUS ALBITIC MELTS
In the preceding sections, we demonstrated that infrared spectroscopy can be used to measure the concentrations of molecular water, hydroxyl groups and total dissolved water in hydrous albitic glasses over a wide range of water contents. As we stated in the Introduction, one of our goals is to use our spectroscopic data to link the molecular level characteristics of hydrous glasses to the macroscopic thermodynamic properties of silicate melts. For the remainder of this paper, we will assume that the concentrations of hydrous species in albitic glasses formed by quenching of melts from high temperature and pressure accurately preserve the concentrations of these species in the melts. The observed variations in species concentrations are thus assumed to reflect the molecular level interactions between water and silicate melt and to provide insights into the dissolution mechanisms of water. In the following section, we illustrate mixing models involving homogeneous equilibria among melt species that can account for the spectroscopically determined molecular water and hydroxyl group concentrations. Then, in the final section, we use the measured species concentrations as the basis for thermodynamic models of hydrous albitic melts and demonstrate that such models can account for phase equilibria in the NaA1Si 3 0 8 -H 2 0 system.
Mixing models for silicate-H 2 0 systems
If we were to inject water molecules into albitic melt, they would react with the silicate portions of the glass to generate hydroxyl groups. These reactions would tend to proceed until the concentrations of water molecules, hydroxyl groups, and the various anhydrous species present in the glass are in equilibrium. Such reactions can be represented in the following way: H 2 0, molecular (melt)+ 0 2 -(melt)= 20H-(melt).
Many such reactions may take place in the melt, depending on the different types of oxygens available for reaction with the water molecules (e.g., non-bridging vs. bridging, Al-0-Si vs. Si-0-Si bridges), and the measured concentrations of molecular water and hydroxyl groups will reflect simultaneous achievement of all of these equilibria. One of the goals of our study of the concentrations of water molecu!es and hydroxyl groups is to see if they can be rationalized in terms of such homogeneous equilibria and, if so, do they yield insights into the thermodynamics of hydrous silicate melts.
Ideal mixing of H 2 0, OH, and oxygen in hydrous silicate melt
In our previous treatments of this problem (Stolper, 1982b; Silver & Stolper, 1985) , we pursued the simplest possible model of homogeneous equilibria in hydrous silicate melts. The melt is modelled as an ideal mixture of water molecules, hydroxyl groups, and oxygens. These three species are related through reaction (2) and their activities (am) and mole fractions (X m, defined in Silver Table 2 , note 5) are related through the following equilibrium constant:
where the superscript m refers to the melt phase, and the subscript refers to the species. At any pressure and temperature, K 1 is a constant and the concentrations of the three species can be calculated as functions of total water content and K 1 using the expressions given in Silver & Stolper (1985) . This treatment is basically an extension of the treatment developed by Wasserburg (1957) for modelling the thermodynamic properties of silicate melts. Figure 8 compares the measured concentrations of hydroxyl groups and molecules of water in albitic glasses (plotted in terms of their mole fractions; Table 2 ) with the concentrations expected for a value of K 1 = 0·17 given that the melt species mix ideally. The shapes of the model and actual species concentration curves are grossly similar in that the molecular water concentration is concave up when plotted against total water content and the hydroxyl group content is concave down. The agreement between the model and actual concentrations is best at low ( < 2 wt.%) water contents. At high water contents, however, the model diverges progressively from the measured concentrations as the measured hydroxyl group concentration levels off more sharply than does the model calculation. The general correspondence between observed species concentrations and those calculated using the simplest ideal mixing model suggests that it is a useful starting point for development of more complex and realistic models of the homogeneous equilibria of hydrous albitic melts. The ideal mixing model involves several simplifying assumptions, each of which will be relaxed in subsequent sections as we illustrate how more complex models can account in detail for the observed species concentrations. The first assumption is that the mixing between species is ideal; i.e. that all possible configurations of water molecules, hydroxyl groups, and oxygen atoms are energetically identical. This assumption can be relaxed by including non-ideal interactions between the three species. The second assumption is that the entropy of mixing of the melt can be modelled by counting all possible configurations of water molecules, hydroxyl groups, and oxygen atoms assuming that each of these species occupies a single 'lattice site' in the sense of quasi-crystalline models of melt structure (Guggenheim, 1952) . This assumption can be relaxed by recognizing that polymeric units exist in silicate melts and modelling the configurational entropy accordingly. The final assumption in the simple ideal mixing model is that all of the oxygens in the melt are indistinguishable and equally reactive with water molecules to produce hydroxyl groups; i.e. that only one reaction such as (2) needs to be considered. It is more likely that different types of oxygens (e.g., bridging vs. non-bridging vs. free; oxygens between two Atbearing tetrahedra, two Si-bearing tetrahedra, etc.) react to differing degrees with water molecules and should be distinguished. This assumption can be relaxed by considering several different, coupled reactions such as (2) each describing interactions with distinguishable oxygen (and/or hydroxyl) types.
Non-ideal mixing of H 2 0, hydroxyl, and oxygen units
We have chosen to model possible non-ideal interactions between water molecules, hydroxyls, and oxygens using the formalism of a strictly regular ternary solution. This is WATER IN ALBITIC GLASSES 691 analogous to the extension by Shaw (1964 ) of Wasserburg's (1957 model of silicate-water mixtures as ideal mixtures of water molecules and oxygen atoms to include non-ideal behavior. In this treatment, the entropy of mixing is taken to be identical to that in an ideal mixture, but all possible configurations of the three species over the quasi-crystalline lattice sites are not energetically identical. It can be shown that the activities of the three species given these restrictions are (Guggenheim, 1952; Prigogine & Defay, 1954, equation 16.90 where the w;j are binary interaction parameters, have units of energy, and are independent of temperature and pressure. If ~i is positive, species i and j will tend to be separated (i.e. i and j atoms will tend to cluster with like atoms) in the mixture compared to the random distribution of an ideal solution; if ~i is negative, i and j atoms will tend to be associated in the mixture compared with an ideal solution.
By substituting the activity expressions given above into the definition of K 1 (eqn 3) and rearranging, we obtain the following expressions: Given values of these coefficients, which are constants at any given pressure and temperature, eqn (5) can be solved iteratively to give X~u as a function of X~2o,mol· Equation (5) thus specifies the form of the relationship between species concentrations given a strictly regular solution model. Note that eqn (5) can be readily transformed into equivalent expressions between any two of the variables X~, X 8 (the mole fraction of total dissolved water; Stolper, 1982b) , X~2o.mo~> and X~u using the relationships between them given as eqns (A.6) and (A.7) in Silver et al. ( 1989) .
A least squares fit to eqn (5) using our measurements of species concentrations for samples synthesized at 1350-1400 oc as constraints resulted in best fit values of A'= 0·403, B' = 15·333, and C' = 10·894. The relationships between total water content and the mole fractions of molecular water and hydroxyl groups calculated from these parameters are shown in Fig. 9 . Figure 9 (and Fig. 6 , which shows the same fit in terms of weight percents) demonstrates that this treatment can indeed account for the observed species concentrations of hydrous albitic glasses. Values for the three parameters A', B', and C' are sufficient to specify the relationship between the concentrations of hydrous species in hydrous albitic melt. As defined in equations (4.1)-(4.3), A', B', and C' are linear combinations of the four parameters in the thermodynamic formulation of the strictly regular solution (K 1 , W 0 _ 0 H, WH 2 o,moi-OH' and WH 2 o.moi-oH). An additional relationship among these four parameters must be specified before their values can be determined. We arbitrarily take WH 2 o,moi-o = 0, with the result that a~2o,mo 1 -+X~2o,moi as X 8 -+0 (see eqn (4.1)). Given WH 2 o,moi-o=O, we have used equations (6.1 ) The small temperature dependence of species concentrations that we suggest is responsible for the slightly lower hydroxyl group contents of albitic glasses synthesized in IHPV (Fig. 7) can also be incorporated into the regular solution formulation. Using the values of the interaction parameters given in the previous paragraph, a value of In(K 1 [ T]) for each glass for which species concentrations have been measured has been calculated from the following expression, obtained by rearrangement of equations (5) 
Note that
so dH~ (i.e. the standard state enthalpy change for reaction (2)) for the regular solution model is 34·1 kcaljmol. Using the temperature dependence of K 1 given by eqn (8) and the values of the interaction parameters given above, species concentrations at any temperature can be determined by solution of eqn (5). Figure 7 shows the resulting temperature dependence of speciation. As required by the data, the calculated temperature dependence of speciation is small, although the regular solution model predicts that it will become larger at lower temperatures. This fit also predicts that a downturn in the hydroxyl content with increasing water content will become pronounced at lower temperatures, with the maximum in the hydroxyl content Tables 2 and 3 , In (K 1 ) was calculated using eqn (7). The line is a best fit, constrained to pass through ln(K 1 )= -10·793 at 1673 K.
occurring at progressively lower total water contents as temperature is decreased. Interestingly, such a maximum has been observed by Bartholomew et al. (1980) in silicate glasses hydrated at low temperatures and by Silver et al. (1989) in glasses in the system CaA1 2 Si 2 0 8 -Si0 2 -H 2 0. The expected effects of pressure on the concentration of hydrous species in albitic melt can also be evaluated using the regular solution model. The variation in K 1 with pressure is related to L\ V ~, the standard state volume change of reaction (2):
By varying K 1 with pressure according to eqn (10) and substituting into eqn (6.1) to obtain a new value of A' at each pressure, eqn (5) can be used to determine the variation in speciation with pressure. Given that we have not detected any pressure dependence of speciation between 8 and 25 kb, we conclude that the reaction of water molecules with the silicate framework to produce hydroxyl groups in albitic glass results in a negligible volume change over this pressure range. Likewise, inspection of the data from IHPV syntheses ( Fig. 7 and Table 3 ), which cover the pressure range from 1 to 7 kb, reveals no systematic trends with pressure. Analysis of the density and speciation data presented by Acocella et al. (1984) for hydrous Na-silicate glasses leads to a value for the volume change of reaction (2) of about -3·4 cm 3 /mol at 1 atm., 25°C.* Given a volume change of -3 cm 3 /mol and a melt with 5·8 wt. 0 /o water of which 2·0 wt. o/o is dissolved as hydroxyl groups at 10 kb and 1400°C, a change in pressure of 10 kb would change the hydroxyl content by only 0·14 wt.o/o. This is a small, barely detectable change. We conclude that the standard state volume change for reaction (2) in albitic melt is less than about -3 cm 3 /mol. There is no support for the suggestion of Mysen & Virgo (1986a) that the volume change is as large as -6 cm 3 jmol.
*Acocella et al.
( 1 984) obtained a similar result if the partial molar volumes they determined are expressed on the same single oxygen basis we have used.
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Polymer mixing models
In both the ideal and non-ideal mixing models developed above, the entropy of mixing is evaluated by counting the number of possible configurations of H 2 0, OH, and oxygens distributed over the sites of a quasi-crystalline lattice. We know, however, that in anhydrous albitic melt, oxygen atoms are arranged in linked tetrahedra, and a more realistic treatment of the entropy of hydrous melts would consider the mixing units as polymers of various sizes and shapes. In this section, we develop a schematic model that includes the effects of polymerization on the mixing properties of hydrous melts.
We consider the anhydrous melt to be composed of chain polymers each consisting of l oxygen atoms. A chain of oxygens can react with a water molecule to produce two smaller chains oflength (I+ 1)/2, each of which is terminated by a hydroxyl group. The hydrous melt is thus modelled as a mixture of anhydrous polymers of length I, hydroxyl-bearing polymers of length (I+ 1 )/2, and water molecules. Using Flory's approximation for the entropy of mixing of such polymers and aMuming that the enthalpy of mixing is zero leads to the following expressions for the activities of each of these polymer species (Guggenheim, 1952; Flory, 1953, eqs XIII-12, 13, 14) : 
where N 8 =total number of oxygens or lattice sites=n 0 +n 08 +nu 2 o,moi• and n 0 , n 08 , and n 82 o,mol are the numbers of moles of the unpolymerized species in the ideal mixing model described above and in Silver & Stolper (1985) . The polymer units interact through the following reactions:
anhydrous polymer (I oxygens in length)+ H 2 0, molecules= A-bearing polymer (' ~ 1 oxygens in length). Substitution of the activity and volume fraction expressions from equations (11) and (12) into this equation for KP yields, after some manipulation, the following relation:
For a given value of KP, eqn (15) can be solved at a given total water content for the equilibrium concentrations of the dissolved species. As shown in Fig. 11 , for values of I"" 20, the model species concentrations are similar to the values we have measured.
We emphasize that this treatment is highly schematic. The compromises implicit in the use of Flory's approximation and the neglect of the effect of polymer shape are discussed in detail in Guggenheim (1952) and Flory (1953) , but it appears that to first order the simple treatment is adequate. We also note that a range of polymer sizes would probably exist in silicate melts and that a more realistic treatment would consider the distribution of these polymers and the possibility that hydroxyl-bearing polymers can have more than one hydroxyl group; such models would be analogous to the polymer models of silicate melts such as those reviewed by Masson (1977) . We have also explored models involving equilibria between silicate tetrahedra with four bridging oxygens, H 2 0 molecules and silicate units with one to four OH groups; e.g., SiOiOH), Si(OHk This type of model can also account for the observed species concentrations as long as the hydrous silicate units do not have too many OH groups, consistent with the results of Farnan et al. (1987) for hydrous silica glass. At this point, however, given the success of the simple model in retrieving the measured species concentrations and the lack of detailed structural information for hydrous melts, we feel that the introduction of further complexities is unwarranted.
Mixing models with several types of distinguishable oxygens and hydroxyls
The models discussed thus far include the assumption that all of the anhydrous oxygens are indistinguishable and equally reactive with water molecules to produce hydroxyl groups; i.e. a single reaction such as equation (2) suffices to describe the homogeneous equilibria between water molecules, hydroxyl groups, and oxygens. This is clearly unrealistic. It has, for example, long been inferred by glass scientists that bridging oxygens and non-bridging oxygens react to different extents with water to form hydroxyl groups (e.g., Uys & King, 1963) . In aluminosilicate compositions such as albite, it is likely that oxygens bridging two Si-bearing tetrahedra are not as reactive with water molecules as those attached to Albearing tetrahedra (McMillan et al., 1983; Remmele et al., 1986) and this may explain the lower solubility of water in silica than in aluminosilicate melts. Phase relations in the system albite-orthoclase-silica-water have been used to infer that Na-bearing units are more reactive than K-bearing units, which are more reactive than alkali-free species (e.g., Pichavant & Ramboz, 1985) . The levelling off of hydroxyl group concentrations at high total water contents could indicate that one kind of oxygen species is much more reactive than others and it has been essentially entirely consumed when the hydroxyl concentration saturates.
It is simple in principle to relax the assumption that all of the oxygen atoms are indistinguishable. We need only to specify all of the species of interest and write a complete, linearly independent set of reactions such as eqn (2) among these species and formulate the equilibrium constant for each reaction. Assuming ideal mixing (or any other mixing law that gives activity expressions that can be substituted into the equilibrium constant expressions), we can then determine the equilibrium species concentrations for any bulk composition and values of the equilibrium constants by solving a simultaneous set of equations made up of the independent equilibrium constant expressions plus mass balance constraints. The equilibrium constants can then be adjusted until the molecular water and total hydroxyl contents match the measured values. The difficulty is deciding on the species to be included in the model. There is always a temptation to include a larger number of species, but the problem then becomes poorly constrained because given enough species, it will almost always be possible to approximate the macroscopic thermodynamic properties of a solution, or in our case, to get a close approximation to the molecular water and hydroxyl group concentrations.
To illustrate how the simple ideal mixing model can be readily extended to include more than one type of oxygen and hydroxyl in the melt, we have used it to approximate the cation exchange model developed by Burnham (1975) . Although albitic melts probably contain many types of oxygens (e.g., Si-0-Si, Al-0-Al, Si-0-Al), the model proposed by Burnham (1975) assumes that only Si-0-Si bridges ('SiOSi') and Si-0-Al bridges charge balanced by Na ions ('SiOAlNa') are present in anhydrous albitic melt. The interaction between the silicate melt and H 2 0 is illustrated schematically in Fig. 12 . These coupled equilibria can be expressed as H 2 0, molecular (melt)+SiOSi (melt)=2SiOH (melt), 
• H+ FIG. 12. Schematic representation of the coupled exchange reactions given in eqns (16.1) and (16.2), illustrating the interaction of water with albitic melt. After Burnham (1975 Burnham ( , 1979 .
Reaction (16.1) describes the breaking of Si-0-Si bridges by reaction with water molecules to form non-bridging oxygens charge balanced by protons ('SiOH'). Reaction (16.2) describes the exchange of Na and H atoms between SiOH groups and SiOAlNa bridges to generate non-bridging oxygens charge balanced by Na ('SiONa') and Si-0-Al bridges charge balanced by a proton ('SiOAlH'). These equilibria are governed by equilibrium constants:
17 .
2 -(a~0u)(a~oAtNa) (X~ou)(X~oAtNa) ' (17.2) assuming ideal mixing of the species. For any bulk composition and values of K 17 . 1 and K 17 . 2 , we can solve for the species concentrations in the melt. The magnitudes of K 17 . 1 and K 17 . 2 define the reactivities of the different oxygen units; with appropriate choices of these equilibrium constants, it is possible to reproduce the measured species concentrations. Figure 13 shows calculated species concentrations are consistent with the spectroscopic measurements and demonstrate that this type of behavior could be important in controlling the dissolution of water in albitic melts. In addition, this model predicts that at a given total water content hydrous silica glass will have a much higher molecular H 2 0 to OH ratio than albitic glass and that the OH content of silica glass will level off more gradually with increasing total water content than it does in albitic melt. It will be interesting to compare the speciation of water in silica glass to that of albitic glasses when systematic infrared or NMR spectroscopic data become available.
Summary of mixing models
It is clear from the preceding discussion that the simple mixing model developed by Stolper (1982b) and Stolper (1985) can be used as a starting point for the development of more complex models that can account in detail for the measured concentrations of water molecules and hydroxyl groups in albitic glasses. Individually, inclusion in our models of non-ideal interactions, of the mixing properties of polymeric groups, and of a range of distinguishable types of oxygens in the melt can lead to models that successfully account for the observed species concentrations. Models that combine these three modifications would also be successful.
There is thus a range of mixing models for hydrous albitic melt that could retrieve our species measurements, but we have no basis for choosing between them. It should be possible, however, to test these models and to discriminate between them with more measurements on albitic glass and other compositions. For example, the multiple oxygen species model that we have considered makes specific predictions about the saturation concentration of hydroxyl groups and about the solubility of water along the NaA10 2 -Si0 2 join that are grossly consistent with experimental data (i.e. the lower solubility of water in silica glass than in albite) and could be tested in detail by extending our measurements along this join. It will be particularly important to determine if silica glass also shows a saturation in its hydroxyl group concentration that is less gradual than that predicted by the simple ideal mixing model; if so, it will suggest that this feature is not dependent on the availability of an exchangeable cation (or some other reactive species) that is nearly exhausted at high hydroxyl concentrations. Reliable quantitative measurements of the concentrations of distinguishable hydroxyl units (e.g., SiOH, AlOH, NaOH) and oxygen species (e.g., bridging vs. non-bridging, Al-0-Al, Al-0-Si) would also be useful in developing more accurate models of the dissolution mechanisms of water in silicate melts.
Phase equilibria
Thermodynamic models of silicate melts such as those described in the preceding section can be used in conjunction with descriptions of the thermodynamic properties of vapor and crystals to calculate crystal-liquid-vapor phase equilibria. In this section, we illustrate these types of calculations using two different assumptions about the relationship between melt chemistry and the activity of water in hydrous albitic melt. The first assumption is that Henry's law holds for molecular water; i.e. a~2 o =a~to.mot oc X~2o.mot·* Although somewhat arbitrary, this approximation will be valid for all ideal mixtures in all concentration ranges no matter how many species are involved in the solution. Moreover, it is the traditional starting point for thermodynamic modelling ofliquid solutions and is likely to be valid in the dilute limit for most solutions. The second assumption is that hydrous albitic melt can be treated as a strictly regular solution and that activities of melt species as functions of their concentrations can be described by eqns (4.1H4.3). For both approximations, the activities are defined relative to standard states of the pure melt species at pressure and temperature.
The goal of this final section of the paper is to evaluate the extent to which these two descriptions of the thermodynamics of hydrous albitic melt, both of which are based on our spectroscopic measurements, are consistent with the macroscopic properties of the system NaA1Si 3 0 8 -H 2 0. We first examine how well they can account for measurements of the solubility of water in albitic melt over a range of pressures and temperatures, and then compare freezing point depressions calculated based on these activity-composition relationships and thermochemical data with experimental determinations.
The solubility of water in albitic melt
The activity of water in vapor-saturated melt as a function of pressure (P) and temperature (T) is given by m m f't11o(T, P)
where Pr and T.: refer to a reference pressure and temperature; a~2 0 ( 7'.:, Pr) is the activity of water in vapor-saturated albite melt at T.: and Pr; f't 110 ( T, P) and f 'h_ 20 (J'.:, Pr) are the *Provided that the standard states for water (where 'water" refers to the bulk component, defined macroscopically without regard to its speciation) and molecular water are taken to be the same and the water molecules behave as monomers, then a;'; 20 = a:'J' 2 o.mol (Prigogine & Defay, 1954 , p. 411, eqn. 26.7).
fugacities of pure water vapor at T, P and~' Pr calculated using a modified Redlich-Kwong equation-of-state for H 2 0 (Holloway, 1977) ; V ~~ ( T, P) is the molar volume of water in the melt in its standard state; f1H<tho = H~'; 0 -H~; 0 , where H~;o is the molar enthalpy of water vapor at Tat a pressure low enough for the vapor phase to be ideal and H~';o is the enthalpy per mole of water in the melt in its standard state at T and Pr. Equation (18) is based on the assumption that the vapor in equilibrium with melt is pure water. Given expressions for V~;Q(T, P), I1,.H'th 0 (T, Pr), and a value for afl 20 <Tn Pr), we can calculate the variation in water activity as a function of T and P using eqn (18).
The question we want to address is how well eqn (18) can account for the measured solubility of water in albitic melts given our spectroscopically constrained expressions for afl 20 . To answer this, we used the recent determinations of water solubility in albitic melt of Hamilton & Oxtoby (1986) in the following way. At the conditions of each of their experiments, which covered a wide range of P (560-8000 b) and T(750-1375°C), we used values of A', B\ C', and K 1 calculated from eqns (6.1)-(6.3) and (8) and an equivalent of eqn (5) relating X 8 and X2;H to calculate X2;H for the water solubility they reported. Values of Xfl 2 o,mol and X2; were calculated using the relationships between them and X 8 and X2;H given in Silver et al. (1989) .
For the first case, in which Henry's law was assumed, afl 20 in eqn (18) was replaced with Xfl 2 o,moJ· Given this substitution, the values of Xfl 2 o,mol• P, and Tdetermined as described in the previous paragraph for all of the experiments of Hamilton & Ox toby (1986) were fit by least squares to eqn (18), giving best fit values of Xfl 2 o,mol(~, Pr)=0·1298 and t1H~2 0 (T, Pr) = -2986 caljmol, with Pr=5000 b, ~=745°C. The volume function [ V~~(T, P)] was taken to be described by the polynomial fit to the partial molar volume of water in albitic melts given by Burnham & Davis (1971) . For the second case, in which the regular solution model was assumed to be valid, a value of afl 20 ( = afl 2 o, mol) was calculated for each experiment using eqn (4.1). A least squares fit to eqn (18) using the Burnham & Davis (1971) volume function gives best fit values of afl 20 ( ~' Pr) = 0·1830 and t1H~2 0 ( T, Pr) = -2816 cal/mol. Figure 14 compares, over three temperature ranges, all measurements of water solubility of which we are aware with calculated solubility based on the best fits to the data of Hamilton & Ox toby (1986) described in the previous paragraphs. It is clear that both of our approximations to afl 20 account well for the available data on water solubility in albitic melt.
Several features of Fig. 14 deserve comment:
(1) There is considerable scatter in measurements of water solubility in albitic melt. Above 8 kb, we consider the solubility to be essentially unconstrained. There continues to be a need for careful, modern measurements of water solubility in silicate melts.
(2) The pressure derivative of water solubility basically reflects the volume function used in eqn (18). Burnham & Davis (1971) had data only between 3 and 8·5 kb, and thus outside of this range, particularly above 8·5 kb, the curves shown in Fig. 14 are uncertain extrapolations.
(3) There must be a problem, either with the solubility data of Hamilton & Oxtoby (1986) at pressures approaching 8 kb, or with the volume function of Burnham & Davis (1971) in this pressure range. This is demonstrated by the fact that according to Hamilton & Oxtoby (1986) , solubility essentially levels off at P = 7-8 kb (i.e. the partial molar volume of water in the melt is nearly identical to the volume of water in the vapor), whereas the data of Burnham & Davis (1971) indicate that at this pressure, the volume of the vapor is still much larger (by several cm 3 /mol) than the partial molar volume of water in the melt (this leads to the positive slopes of the calculated solubility curves in Fig. 14, which Fig. 14 is that the vapor is assumed to be pure water. Although this is thought to be a good approximation at low pressures, it becomes progressively worse at higher pressures. Inclusion of this effect would lower the calculated water solubility.
The vapor-saturated solidus of high albite
Calculation of the position of the wet solidus of albite (i.e. the locus of points in P-T space at which albite, melt, and vapor coexist) requires the solution of two simultaneous equations in Tand Given a relationship between melt chemistry and the activity of albite in the NaA1Si 3 0 8 -H 2 0 system (a:b, defined relative to the standard state of liquid albite at P and T, where the albite component is defined as Na 118 Al 118 Si 318 0), the composition of melt in equilibrium with crystalline albite at a given P and T can be determined from eqn (12) in Silver & Stolper (1985) , which gives a:b in albite-saturated liquids as a function of P and T.
This equation requires the entropy of fusion of albite as a function of P and T (taken from table 1 of Silver & Stolper, 1985) and the temperature of the dry solidus of albite at each pressure (taken from Kress et al., 1988; fig. 4a , K' = 4). Given the assumption of Henry's law (i.e. a~2o oc X~2o,mo 1 ), the relationship between a:b and melt chemistry can be obtained by
Gibbs-Duhem integration. The appropriate Gibbs-Duhem relation is
Given the assumption of a regular solution, a:b is equal to a~, the expression for which is given by eqn (4.2). The relationship between a:b and melt chemistry in this case is determined by solving eqns (4.2), (5), and (X~+X~2 o,mo 1 +X~H= 1) simultaneously for X~, X~H' and X~2o, mot for given values of T and a~. Calculation of the solubility of water in albitic melt was described above. For the Henrian case, X~2 o,mol can be calculated directly from eqn (18) at any Tand P, given the substitution of X~2o,mol for a~2 0 . For the regular solution, this requires simultaneous solution of eqns (4.1), (5), (18), and (X~+X~2 o,mol +X~H= 1). For both cases, the best fit values given above for L1H1ho( Tn Pr) and a~2 0 ( Tn Pr) based on the data of Hamilton & Ox toby (1986) and the volume function of Burnham & Davis (1971) were used in eqn (18).
For both the Henrian and regular solution assumptions, the temperature of the vaporsaturated solidus was determined at several pressures by calculating, as described in the previous paragraphs, the relationships between Tand X~2o,mot for the albite liquidus and for vapor-saturated liquids, and then graphically determining the Tat which they intersected Figure 15 compares the calculated wet solidus of high albite with all of the experimental determinations of which we are aware. Except at pressures above 10 kb, the Henrian and regular solution approximations are essentially identical. Given the uncertainties that went into these calculations (e.g., in the solubility of water in albitic melt, the entropy of fusion of Caption to Fig. 14 continued from page 702 ' (1962), Orlova (1962) , Khitarov et ai. (1963) , Kadik & Lebedev (1968) , Voigt et al. (1981 ), Fenn (1973 reported in Day & Fenn (1982) , Blamart eta/. (1986) , Hamilton & Oxtoby (1986) , and Richet eta/. (1986) . Most data are shown as 'D' and are the reported values of solubility from these sources;'+' are data described in these publications as upper limits to the solubility; 'x' are data described as lower limits. Uncertainties are shown where available.
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. albite, the position of the dry solidus) and the uncertainties in the experimental determinations of the wet solidus, we consider the correspondence between the calculated and experimental positions of the wet solidus to be excellent. Several features of Fig. 15 deserve comment:
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(1) The uncertainty in the solubility of water in albitic melt at pressures above 8 kb, the necessity to extrapolate the partial molar volume of water determined by Burnham & Davis (1971) at pressures beyond 8·5 kb, and the likely breakdown of the assumption that the ' coexisting vapor is pure water under these conditions make extrapolations beyond 8 kb uncertain.
(2) The greatest mismatch between the calculated and experimental solidi is at pressures below 3 kb, where the calculated freezing point depression is as much as 50 oc greater than that observed experimentally. The partial molar volume of water in melts would have to be lower at these pressures than it is at higher pressures in order to bring the calculated curve into perfect correspondence with the experimental curve. Since this pressure range is lower than that explored experimentally by Burnham & Davis (1971) , there are no constraints on the partial molar volume of water under these conditions. It is interesting, however, that low partial molar volumes at low pressures are also suggested by water solubility measurements on rhyolitic melts when the data are analyzed using the Henrian approximation (Silver et al., 1989) . Further work will be required to determine whether the partial molar volume of water at low pressures really is lower than at high pressures, or if this is an artifact of the Henrian approximation or of imperfect data.
(3) The curves in Fig. 16 show the variations in the solubility of water along the wet solidus that would be required, given our two approximations to the thermodynamic Fig. 14) with the solubility required to obtain a perfect match between the calculated and experimentally determined positions of the wet solidus using the models discussed in the text. The curve labelled 'a' assumes Henry's law holds for molecu,lar water; the curve labelled 'b' assumes the activity formulations of the strictly regular solution model discussed in the text.
properties of hydrous albitic melts, to get a perfect match between the calculated and experimentally determined wet solidus. These curves are compared with measurements of water solubility at temperatures within 50 oc of the wet solidus. The required solubility basically skirts the lower limit of available solubility measurements. That the lowest reported measurements of solubility may be the most reliable is not unreasonable, given that most problems with measurements of water solubility tend to lead to overestimates. (4) The wet solidi for high and low albite curve downward towards lower temperatures at pressures greater than 14 kb (Goldsmith & Jenkins, 1985) .* It has been suggested that this downturn could partly reflect structural changes occurring in albitic melts as the albite =jadeite+ quartz reaction is approached from the low pressure side (Goldsmith & Jenkins, 1985) . Infrared spectra of glasses quenched from melts synthesized at pressures and temperatures near the albite-breakdown curve (samples MAb-1 0, 16, 34, 105 from Goldsmith & Jenkins, 1985) do not show any systematic changes that indicate a major change in coordination of AP + (L. A. Silver, unpublished results). Although such a coordination change could contribute to the observed downturn of the solidus, we note that our regular solution model, with its simple, continuous volume function and a pressure independent activity-<;omposition relation for water also generates such a feature. Such downturns in temperature with increasing pressure along water-saturated solidi in silicate *At pressures below 4 kb, the assemblage high albite+ water+ melt is metastable relative to low albite+ water. Above 16 (± 1) kb, the assemblage high albite+water+melt is metastable relative to the jadeite-bearing assemblages (Boettcher & Wyllie, 1969) . Thus, the solidus shown in Fig. 15 is metastable at both the high and low pressure ends. systems have long been known (Morey & Fenner, 1917) , and they are not always in th vicinity of solid-solid phase transformations. Indeed, the wet solidi in many systems actual] go through pressure maxima (i.e. dP/dT=O), and these, too, appear unrelated to solid-soli reactions. These phenomena can be readily understood without recourse to changes in men structure and are more likely related to the high solubility of water and its negative temperature dependence in certain systems (Morey & Fenner, 1917; Morey, 1924 Morey, , 1957 .
Summary of phase equilibrium calculations
In this section, we illustrated an approach to modelling the thermodynamic properties of hydrous albitic melts based on direct measurements of hydrous species in albitic glasses. Two different relationships between water content and the activity of water in the melt based on our spectroscopic measurements were employed, one assuming Henrian behavior for molecular water and the other utilizing the formalism of a strictly regular solution developed in a previous section of this paper. The resulting thermodynamic models can account reasonably well for the pressure and temperature dependence of water solubility and the position of the water-saturated solidus of high albite. Similar success was had in modelling the thermodynamics of C0 2 -bearing albitic melt using the assumption that a~0 2 = X~0 2 ,moi . Although these models may be useful for modelling phase equilibria in this system, this was not the primary goal. Our principal intent was to demonstrate the potential of spectroscopic measurements of species concentrations for modelling the thermodynamic properties of silicate melts, and we believe this has been amply demonstrated.
CONCLUSIONS
(1) H 2 manometry and NMR spectroscopy have been used to calibrate an infrared spectroscopic method for measuring the concentrations of molecular H 2 0 and hydroxyl in albitic glasses. This technique offers a precise, accurate, and non-destructive method for measuring species concentrations and total water contents in hydrous glasses.
(2) Infrared spectroscopy has been used to determine the speciation of water in albitic glasses for total water contents up to about 11 wt. %. At low total water contents, hydroxyl groups are the dominant form of dissolved water; at total water contents greater than 4 wt. %, molecular water becomes the dominant hydrous species and the hydroxyl group concentration levels off. These results are consistent with the species concentrations in albitic glasses determined using NM R spectroscopy and the trends for albitic glasses are similar to those observed in other silicate glass compositions using infrared and NMR spectroscopies.
(3) The proportions of molecular H 2 0 and OH in glasses quenched from melts equilibrated at temperatures in the range 950-1600oc and pressures between 1 and 25 kb are independent of the pressure of equilibration. The ratio of molecular water to hydroxyl groups decreases a small amount with increasing temperature over this temperature range.
(4) We have explored several models of the homogeneous equilibria between melt species in albitic melts. All are based on simple equilibria of the form H 2 0 + 0 (5) We have developed two models of the thermodynamics of hydrous albitic melts. The first assumes that Henry's law holds; i.e. that the activity of water is proportional to the mole fraction of molecular water. The second describes the speciation and thermodynamics of hydrous albitic melts using the formalism of a strictly regular solution. These models can account reasonably well for the pressure and temperature dependence of water solubility in albitic melts and the position of the water-saturated solidus of high albite. The most important feature of this treatment is the connection between spectroscopic measurements and thermodynamics.
